analyse iconic vocabulary of any language of the world, and also to reveal isomorphic and allomorphic features of the given units of the language considered in comparison with the canonical types indicated in the classification.
Introduction
Throughout the history of the evolution of linguistic science the question of the correlation between the meaning of the word and the sound was and still is the most discussed and along with this controversial issue in the field of the philosophy of language. To this day in linguistics there is no unified opinion on this issue. From the time of Ancient Greece, the opinions of researchers differed, and the philosophers divided into two camps: "naturalists" who believed that the meaning of words is connected with the form "by nature" (phýsei) , that is, due to the internal correlation between the form and the meaning, and "conventionalists" who claimed that the meaning is arbitrary and based on a social agreement (thései). Both theories find supporters among outstanding linguistic scholars. The principal supporter of the thései theory was F.
de Saussure, who, as is known, considered the "arbitrariness of the linguistic sign" as one of the fundamental features of linguistic systems.
Other prominent scientists considered the issue of iconic units in their works from the point of view of the phýsei theory.
Due to the small amount of practical material and authority of F. de Saussure the "conventional theory" dominated in linguistic science for a long period of time. It is also worth noting that in the early stages of emerging interest to iconic vocabulary, before phonosemantics stood out as a separate discipline, the iconic units were considered very rare and unproductive in terms of word formation. Further studies of scientists (Voronin, 2006 , Bartashova, 1987 , Flaksman, 2015 showed the fallacy of this statement. In Iconic units belong to the third type of motivation. S. Ullman calls the morphological and semantic motivation secondary, while the phonetic one is primary, since the correlation between the phonetic features of the word and the meaning is direct. According to the scientist, "phonetic motivation seems to occur in all languages", in other words, it can be recognized as "absolute" linguistic universal (Greenberg, Osgood, Jenkins, 1963) . It is important to underline that the "absolute" universals are absolute not in the literal sense of the word "absolute", but only conditionally, since it is barely possible to prove the existence of any universal in all languages at all stages of the development of these languages. "Absolute" universals are those universals that can be observed in a very large number of languages.
We can never persuasively prove that these phenomena are omnipresent or "panchronic" (Ullman, 1970 (Ağakay, 1953; Tuna, 1949) or in connection with the question of the ontogenesis of the language (Üçok, 1947; Başkan, 1948) .
In Soviet science, the main contribution to the study of the iconic words of Turkish and "not to make any sounds", çıt etmek/çıtlamak "to crunch when breaking", çıtıltı "a crunch", çıtıldamak "to make sounds when walking on something dry", çıtpıt "cracker"). Also, a voiceless affricate can be found in imitations of the sounds of strikes or collisions occurring in a sound absorbing environment, for example, in the words denoting gurgling, bubbling and other sounds in the aquatic environment (çalk çulk "a sound of objects colliding against each other", çalk çulk çalkalamak/çalkmak "to shake up, to whip", çalkalama "whipping", Çalkantı 1)"
heaving of the sea, 2) something whipped (for example, scrambled eggs). Voiced affricates, on the contrary, serve to transmit the sounds of loud sounds emited by heavy objects colliding against each other or hitting the resonating surface (cab cup "imitation of splashing", cabıldamak "to emit sounds when hitting hard objects", cabırtı "a sound from hitting two hard objects against each other", cabıl cubul "a sound when moving under water", cabbalamak "to shake something liquid", cibban çalmak/cibbelek çalmak/cibiciklemek "to clap, to applaud", cibilemek "to swim, to splash", cibtirmek "to chop" cıbıl cıbıl etmek "to wash", cıbıldamak "to extract sounds when colliding under water"). "to twitter", cikilti "a noise emitted by birds or insects", cikcik/cikciki "a gold-crested wren", dakılamak "to chirp (about a patridge)", dakır dakır "imitation of knocking or clicking"). In some cases the vowel can be followed by a sonant (bulk bulk etmek "to bubble", bulkümek "to emit gases", bulkamak "to rot, to swell, to bubble", bulkak "swollen", çalk çulk çalkalamak/çalkmak "to shake up, to whisk", büngül büngül çıkmak "to spurt").
In the structure of Turkish instant onomatopes
there is never a confluence of consonants in 
Class B. Continuants
As a class of onomatopes, continuants reflect long-lasting sounds that can be both tone and noise. This class of onomatopes includes several types of sounds: tonal continuants (type II), pure-noise continuants (type II) and noise tonal continuants (type III) (Voronin, 2006: 48) .
Type II. Tonal continuants
Tonal continuants reflect a pure tonal sound without any other types of sounds (ibid.). In example, in imitation of humming (uğultu "hum, deaf sound", uğuldamak "to make low, booming sounds, to buzz", bögürmek "to roar (about an animal)", anırmak "to bray (about a donkey)", as well as in imitations of some birds and in the names of animals, insects and birds (guggu/ gugguş "an owl", gugo "a cuckoo", übübuk "a gold-crested wren", bubuh "an owl", ankırheci "a donkey", bübürdek "a nightingale"). This type of onomatopes also includes the names of wind musical instruments (düdük "a pipe, a whistle").
In imitations of high-frequency sounds (chirping of birds, squealing, etc.) the function of reflecting a tonal sound is usually realized by the vowel /i/, for example, in words such as siğilemek "to yip (about a dog)", inilemek/inil inlemek/inim inim inlemek/inlemek "to moan").
It should be noted that whereas in many languages the vowel in this type of onomatopes is long (as, for example, in English -cheep "to squeak"), in Turkish the longitude of a tone is not reflected in the vowel length, which is due to the peculiarities of the phonological system of the language. There are no long vowels in the Turkish language. The length of the vowels has been preserved mainly in Arabic and Persian borrowings and can be indicated with the help of diacritical signs (Genish, 2010: 28) . In the native Turkish words, the longitude of sounds is realized exclusively by means of the letter ğ that is itself a silent letter, but makes the vowels before it long.
Examples of such long vowels approximating tone sound can be observed in some onomatopes:
kığırmak "to sing (about the rooster)", uğultu "hum". In other cases, where a soft ğ is absent, the external tonal sound is reflected with the help of a short vowel.
In order to reflect a tonal sound, several types of phonemes can be used in Turkish. The most frequent among the consonant sounds in the tonal continuant structure the composition are those that in their parameters are closest to the vowels that are nasal and constrictive sonants, as well as voiced fricatives. The sonant sonant /j/ can be noticed at the end of the root in combination with the previous vowel, as if extending the longitude of it, in imitation of animals (miyav "meow", sayramak "to sing, to twitter (about birds)", cıyak "an owl", cıynaklamak "to chirp (about birds)", baynamak "to sing (about a rooster)". Nasal sonants, due to their acoustic parameters, perform the function of reflecting the nonresonant tone (inilemek "to moan" çenlemek/cen cen itmek "to bark loudly"), just like the sibilants (zinilemek "to yip (about puppies)", siğilemek "to yip (about the dog)").
In general, the model of tonal continuants in the Turkish language can be represented as follows: In conclusion it should be mentioned that iconisms form a separate subsystem in a language that obeys its own laws that can be considered 
